BULLISH ON BARCODING
Barcoding and RFID have become key technologies to the manufacturing and distribution industries. Here’s why
you should choose ScanTexas as your partner to implement projects with solutions from the industry leader Zebra.

DEPENDABULL.
MOBULL.
RELIABULL.
FLEXIBULL.
SCALABULL.

We have 125+ years of experience to leverage for your project implementation.
We come to you to solve your business challenges as needed.
Our superior technical support gets it done on time and on budget.
We offer a complete range of solutions—from hardware to packaged or custom software.
From one scanner to one million square feet, we do it all!

➤ ALL TOUCH TELNET

Reduce data entry errors by up to 60%, speed up data entry by up to 39%,
and reduce operator training—no host changes, no risk. Achieve all this with a
software tool that displays the telnet screen in a graphical interpretation.

➤ INVENTORY CONTROL SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS

Improve accuracy and efficiency of receiving, putaway, inventory counts,
picking, and shipping operations with software solutions that enable the use of
barcode scanning mobile computers with your existing systems, such as SAP
and others.

➤ WORK-IN-PROCESS

Enabling cradle-to-grave tracking, barcode scanning ensures that the right
parts are being used while also capturing lot number data for quality assurance
purposes. With our WIP solutions, you will always know production status in
real time.

➤ WAREHOUSE WIRELESS

Provide high speed, highly secure wireless everywhere it is needed. Network
and mobile device management solutions allow you to support popular wireless
devices including smartphones and tablets with minimal administrative effort.

➤ VOICE OVER IP COMMUNICATIONS

➤ DEVICE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

Rapidly setup and deploy mobile devices with a setup barcode scan. Eliminate
mobile downtime by ensuring only the right software applications and OS
versions are being used on your mobile devices. Secure and manage all
endpoints to improve system security.

➤ RFID

Take your data collection to a higher level; move beyond barcoding to RFID.
ScanTexas has a comprehensive portfolio of RFID solutions, from RFID media
and printers to RFID mobile computers and complete software solutions to
make RFID work for you.

➤ LOCATIONING

Locationing technologies—including RFID and RTLS—give you greater insight
over your assets, people, and actions. You know in real time the location,
condition, timing, accuracy, and speed of the events occurring throughout your
operations. Know where your critical assets and people are at all times.

➤ BUSINESS PROCESS IMPROVEMENT CONSULTING

ScanTexas consulting resources can assist clients in achieving functional
improvements in productivity, service, and quality through business process
improvement.

Get rid of your walkie talkies and use new mobile computers for all facility voice
communications.

Contact us to plan, develop, and implement your
enterprise intelligence strategy.
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